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Abst rac t - -We find conditions for the global asymptotic stability of the unique positive quilibrium 
= 1 + A of the equation 
yn+l "~ A q Yn , n = O, 1,..., 
Yn- k 
wherey_k,y_k+l,...,y0, AG (0, c~) and kE {2,3,4,...}. (D 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Our aim in this paper is to establish global asymptotic stability results for the equation 
yn+l=A+ Y---E-~, n=0,1 , . . . ,  (1) 
Yn-k 
where y-k , . . . , y - l , yo ,  A E (0, c~) and k e {2,3,4, . . .} .  
The case of equation (1), where k = 1 was investigated in [1], where it was shown that 
the positive equilibrium 9 = 1 + A of equation (1) is globally asymptotically stable. In [2], 
some interesting conjectures and open questions about the asymptotic behavior of solutions 
of equation (1) were posed. Our paper gives partial answers to Conjecture 6.4.1 and Open 
Problem 6.4.1, which we restate. 
CONJECTURE 6.4.1. Consider equation (1) and suppose that k = 2. Prove that when A > v~- l ,  
the unique positive equilibrium of equation (1) is globa]ly asymptoticaJ1y stable. 
OPEN PROBLEM 6.4.1. Obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for the global asymptotic 
stability of the positive equilibrium of equation (1). 
We shall show that a sufficient condition for global asymptotic stability of the unique positive 
equilibrium 9 = 1 + A of equation (1) is A > 1. We improve this result for the case k = 2 and 
k=3.  
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We say that a solution {xn} of a difference equation is bounded and persists if there exist 
positive constants P and Q such that 
P _< xn < Q, for n = -k , -k  + 1, . . . .  
A positive semicycle of a solution {Yn} of equation (3) consists of a "string" of terms {Yt, Yt+l, 
• .. ,Ym},  all greater than or equal to the equilibrium ~, with l _> -k  and m _< co and such that 
either l = -k ,  or l > -k  and yt-1 < 
and 
either m = co, or m < oo and  Ym+1 < Y. 
A negative semieycle of a solution {Pn} of equat ion  (3) consists of a "string" of te rms  {yl, pl+1, 
• .. ,Ym},  all less than  the equi l ibr ium ~, w i th  l _~ -k  and  m < co and  such  that  
either l = -k ,  or l > -k  and Yt-1 -> 
and 
either m = co, or m < co and Ym+l ~_ Y. 
The first semicycle of a solution starts with the term Y-k and is positive if Y-k >-- Y and negative 
i f y -k  < ~. 
We now consider the local asymptotic stability of the unique positive equilibrium ~ -- 1 + A 
of equation (1). The following result, which gives conditions for the asymptotic stability of the 
equation 
z~+l - bz~ + bz,~-k --- 0, n = 0, 1 , . . . ,  (2) 
is a direct consequence of the conditions given in [3], and will be useful in the analysis. 
THEOREM A. Assume that b > 0 and k C {1,2, ... }. Then equation (2) is asymptotically stable 
if and only if 
1 
b< 
2 cos + 2))' 
The linearized equation for equation (1) about the positive equilibrium ~ = 1 + A is 
1 1 
z .+ l  - 1-E- z. + 1 -7 -2z . -k  = 0. (3) 
Using Theorem A and equation (3), we obtain the following local asymptotic stability result. 
LEMMA 1. Consider equation (1). I rA > 2 cos(Tr/(k+2))- 1, then the unique positive quilibrium 
= 1 + A of equation (1) is locally asymptotically stab/e, while i rA < 2 cos(~r/(k + 2)) - 1, then 
the positive equilibrium is unstable. 
Note that 0 _< 2 cosQr/(k + 2)) - 1 < 1 for all k _> 1. From this last relation, it is clear that a 
sufficient condition for the local asymptotic stability of the positive equilibrium of equation (1) is 
A > 1. We shall show that the equilibrium is globally stable in this case. We believe that when 
the equilibrium is locally stable, it is also globally stable, but we cannot as yet show this. 
2. BOUNDEDNESS OF  SOLUTIONS OF  EQUATION (1)  
In this section, we show that every positive solution of equation (1) is bounded and persists 
and exhibits an explicit bound for terms of the solution. 
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THEOREM 1. Every solution of equation (1) is bounded and persists. In tact, for n > 2k + 2, 
k 
A<y,~<A+(~- -~)  • 
PROOF. For n _> 1, it is true that Yn > A and so solutions persist. Now 
yn = A + Y'~----------~I = A + 
Yn-k -1  
Yn- lYn -2Yn-3  • • .  Yn -k+lYn-k  
Yn-2Yn-  3Yn-4  . . . Yn -kYn-k -1  
Since, for i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  
y, A 1 
yi-1 yi-1 y i -k-1 
we have that 
ynA+(A 1 ) (  A 1 ) ( A ~ )  = + + - -  ... + . 
If n > 2k + 2, then all of the terms Yn-2k-1,..-, yn-2 of the last relation are larger than A. Thus, 
k 
y ,~<A+(-~)  , for n> 2k+2.  
From here it is clear that solutions are bounded. The proof is complete. 
3. GLOBAL STABIL ITY OF EQUATION (1) FOR k E {2, 3,4, . . .  } 
In this section, we find a global asymptotic stability result for equation (1) in the general case 
where k E {2, 3, 4 , . . .  }. 
THEOREM 2. Let A > 1. Then the unique positive equilibrium ~ = 1 + A of equation (1) is 
globMly asymptoticMly stable. 
PROOF. Let 
I = lim inf{y,~} > 0 and 
Then it is easy to see from equation (1) that 
S 
S <_A+-[ 
and so 
S = lim sup{yn} < oe. 
n---* oo 
From here it follows that 
I 
and I _> A + S '  
IS  <_ AI  + S and IS  >_ AS + I. 
AS+I<_A I+S 
or  
(A - 1)S _< (A - 1)I. 
Thus, if A > 1, then S _< I,  and the result follows. 
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4. GLOBAL STABIL ITY  OF  EQUATION (1)  FOR k = 2 ,3  
In this section, we find a better global stability result for the special cases k = 2 and k = 3. 
We first present he following lemma about the behavior of the semicycles of equation (1). 
LEMMA 2. Let {Yn} be a nontrivial solution of equation (1). Then the following statements axe 
true. 
(a) Every semicycle has at most 2k + 1 terms. 
(b) The extreme term in a semicycle occurs in the first k + 1 terms. 
(c) / / there  exists a semicycle with at least k terms, then every semicycle after that has at 
/east k + 1 terms. 
PROOF. We shall prove the lemma in the case of a negative semicycle. The case of a positive 
semicycle is similar and is omitted. Let YN be the first term in a negative semicycle and suppose 
that this negative semicycle has 2k + 1 terms. Then YN, YN+I,.. .  ,YN+2k ( ~J ---- 1 + A. Also, 
YN+k ~ YN+k+I ~ YN+k+2 ~ "'" <~ YN+2k-1 ~ YN+2k, 
since, for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  k we have that 
YN+k+i ~- A Jr YN+k+i -1  > A + YN+k+i -1  > YN+k+i -1 .  
YN+i-1 1 + A 
Thus, YN+k < Yg+2k and 
Yg+2k+l = A q- Yg+2k > A + 1, 
YN+k 
and so a semicycle can have at most 2k + 1 terms. From this proof, it is also clear that the 
extreme term in a semicycle occurs in the first k + 1 terms, and that every solution oscillates 
about ~ = 1 + A. 
Finally, to show (c), suppose that a semicycle has at least k terms. We will again assume 
this is a negative semicycle. The proof for a positive semicycle is similar. Let YN be the first 
term in the next positive semicycle. Then YN-k ,YN-k+I , . . .  ,YN-1 < 1 + A < YN, and so for 
i=0 ,1 ,  . , k -1  it is true that 
YN+I+i = A + YN+---------L-~ > 1 + A. 
YN-k+i  
Thus, this semicycle has at least k + 1 terms. From here it is also clear that every semicycle after 
this point must have at least k + 1 terms. The proof is complete. 
We now establish the following two global stability results for cases k = 2 and k = 3. 
THEOREM 3. Consider equation (1) with k = 2, which is 
yn+l = A + Y-----%-~, n = 0, 1, . . . .  (4) 
Yn-2  
Suppose that 
V~- I  
A > 2 (5) 
Then the positive equilibrium ~ = 1 + A of equation (4) is globally asymptotically stable. 
PROOF. From Lemma 2, it is true .that a solution either has every semicycle of length one or 
eventually every semicycle has at least three terms. We first consider the special case where 
every semicycle is of length one. Without loss of generality, we can assume for n = -1 ,0 , . . .  
that y~n < Y and y2n+l ~ Y. Now 
Y2n+2 -~ A + Y2n+l < ~l -~ 1 + A, 
Y2n - 1 
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and so it must be true that 
Y2n+l 
- -<1,  
Y2n- 1 
giving Y2n+l < Y2n-1. In a similar fashion, it can be shown that Y2n+2 _> Y2n. Thus, 
Y2n ~-- Y2n+2 < Y < Y2n+l < Y2n-1, 
and so 
l im Y2n = c~ <_ tj and lim Y2n+l = ~ > fl. 
n- -* fg )  n - - - *oo  
It is not difficult to see that  equation (4) has no nontrivial two cycles, and so it must be true 
that c~ -- ~ = tj = 1 + A, and the solution must converge to the equilibrium. 
We now consider the case where eventually every semicycle has at least three terms. Assume, 
without loss of generality, that  every semicycle has at least three terms. We know from Lemma 2 
that every semicycle has at most five terms and the extreme in a semicycle occurs in the first 
three terms. 
We will prove convergence of solutions to the equilibrium in this case by constructing a sequence 
of upper bounds {U~} and of lower bounds {Ln } for the extreme terms in the positive and negative 
semicycles, respectively, and then showing that when (5) holds that both of these sequences 
converge to the positive equil ibrium ~ = 1 + A. To this end, let 
I+A A I+A 
g(y) = A + - -  and f (y )  = A + -- + y2 
Y Y 
Note that  
( f (y )  - g(y))(y - 1 - A) < 0, for y ¢ 1 + A. (6) 
Set LI = A. Now for n > 1 it is true that  Yn ;> A = L1. Let YN where N > 3 be the first term 
in the first positive semicycle following the term Y3. Then YN >_ Y = 1 + A and 
A < YN-3, YN-2,  YN-1 < 1 + A. 
Thus, 
Also, 
YN-1 1 + A 
YN = A + < A + - g (L~). 
YN-3 A 
YN A + YN-1 /YN-3  
yN+l=A+ -A+ 
YN-2 YN-2 
A YN-1 
=A+--+ 
YN-2 YN-2YN-3  
A I+A 
<A+~+ A2 - f ( L1) .  
Similarly, YN+2 < f(L1).  But since L1 < I+A,  it is true by (6) that  f ( L1)  > g(L1), and the terms 
in this positive semicycle are bounded above by U1 = f(L1).  In a similar fashion, it can be seen 
that the terms in the next negative semicycle are bounded from below by L2 = f (U1) = f ( f ( L l ) ) .  
Continuing on, we inductively define the sequences {Ln} and {Un} as follows: 
L1 = A, U1 = f(L1),  
and for n = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  
Ln+l = f (Un) and Un+l = f (L,~+I). 
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Thus, 
Ln+l = f (f (Ln)) and U~+I = f (f (U~)). 
It can be seen that {Un} and {Ln} are decreasing and increasing sequences, respectively, of upper 
and lower bounds for the semicycles ofsolutions {?In} of equation (4). This means that 
L1 <L2 < ... <Ln  < ... <9<:  . . .  < Un <- - .  < U2 < U1.  
Thus, 
lim L~=L_<9 and lim Un=U>_y.  
n---~ OO n --'~(X~ 
But condition (5) implies that the only positive solution to y -- f ( f (y ) )  is y = Y, and so it must 
be true that U = L = ~ = 1 + A. The proof is complete. 
THEOREM 4. Consider equation (1) with k = 3 which is 
Yn+l A q- Yn = - - ,  n = o ,  1 . . . . .  (7 )  
Yn-3 
Suppose that 
(19 + 3~-3)  '/~ 4 2 
A > 3 + - - .  (8) 
3 (19 + 3vf~)1/3 3 
Then the positive equilibrium 9 = 1 + A of equation (7) is globally asymptotically stable. 
PROOF. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3. We first assume that every semicycle 
of a solution has at least four terms. The proof for the special case where every semicycle of a 
solution has one or two terms is similar. 
We again inductively construct a sequence of upper bounds {Un} and of lower bounds {Ln} 
for the extreme terms in the positive and negative semicycles, respectively. We use functions f 
and g from the proof of Theorem 3 to bound the first two terms of a semicycle. We use the 
function 
A A I+A 
h(y) = A q- -- q- -b y -~ y3 
to bound the third and fourth terms. Note that 
(h(y) - f (y ) ) (y -  1 - A) < 0, for y ~ 1 + A. 
From here, we obtain a sequence of upper and lower bounds for the semicycles of equation (7), 
defined by L1 -- A, U1 -- h(L1), and 
Ln+l = h (h (Ln)) and U,~+I = h (h (Un)), n = 1, 2 , . . . .  
It can be seen that 
lim Ln=L_<9 and lim Un=U>y.  
n~oo n ----~OQ 
But condition (8) implies that U = L = 9 = 1 + A, and so the solution must converge to the 
equilibrium. The proof is complete. 
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